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Abstract

Frobenius algebras play an important role in the representation
theory of finite groups. In the present work, we investigate the (quasi)
Frobenius property of n-group algebras. Using the (quasi-) Frobenius
property of ring, we can obtain some information about constructions
of module category over this ring ([2], p. 66–67).
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1. Introduction

Let G be an n-group with an n-ary operation

(a1, a2, ..., an) 7→ a1, a2, ..., an

(for the theory of n-groups or polyadic groups, in another terminology, see,
e.g., [1], [3] and [4]). One can construct an n-group ring in a similar way as
usual group rings are constructed. Then the n-group ring (over the n-group
G), denoted here by RG, is a special (2, n)-ring defined in the following way:
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Elements of RG can be written in the unique way as finite sums:
∑

i

rigi (where ri ∈ R, gi ∈ G) ,

where R is an associative ring with unit element and G is an n-group.
The addition in RG is treated as the addition of the coefficients ri, and a
multiplication is n-ary. Elements gi ∈ G are multiplied as in the n-group
G (see [5]).

n-Group G can be embeded into universal enveloping group G∗. An
evenloping group is often called a coverning group or, in another terminology,
a Post corvening group. There exists a normal subgroup G0 of the group G∗

such that

G0 = {g1...gn−1 : gi ∈ G, i = 1, ..., n}
(see [1], [3] and [4]) and G∗/G0 is a cyclic group of order n− 1. Besides,

G0 =
{
z−1t : t ∈ G

}
,

where z is a fixed element from G. The subgroup I of the addition group of
n-group ring RG is called (k)-ideal if

(RG)k−1I(RG)n−k ⊆ I,

for any k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} .
If the above inclusion holds for each k ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} , then I is called

an ideal. For k = n (k = 1), (n)-ideal ((1)-ideal, resp.) I is called a
left (right, resp.) ideal of n-group ring RG. n-Group ring RG is said to be
Artinian (left or right) if the descending chain condition for ideals (left or
right, respectively) is satisfied.

All additional necessary notations and definitions can be founded in the
papers listed in References.

1. Quasi-Frobenius n-group rings

Definition 1.1. Artinian n-group ring RG is quasi-Frobenius (or QF -ring)
if for any left ideal L and right ideal H the following two conditions hold

l(r(L)) = L and r(l(H)) = H,

where
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r(L) = {x ∈ RG0 : Lx = 0}
is the right annihilator of the left ideal L and

l(H) = {x ∈ RG0 : xH = 0}
is the left annihilator of the right ideal H.

Note that

l(r(L)) ⊇ L

and
r(l(H)) ⊇ H.

Lemma 1.1. Let I be a left ideal in the group ring RG0 and J a left ideal
in the n-group ring RG. Then,

z−1r(I)z = r(J),

for any z ∈ G.

Proof. Suppose that x ∈ r(J). Then,

Jx = 0, x ∈ RG0.

Hence,

Izx = 0,

because
I = Jz−1

(see [5]), i.e.

Izxz−1 = 0, zxz−1 ∈ RG0.

Therefore,

zxz−1 ∈ r(I),

i.e.
x ∈ z−1r(I)z.
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Conversely, let
x ∈ z−1r(I)z.

Then,
x = z−1yz, y ∈ r(I)

and
Iy = 0,

i.e.
Jz−1y = 0,

because
I = Jz−1

and
Jz−1yz = 0, z−1yz ∈ RG0.

Therefore,

x = z−1yz ∈ r(J).

Lemma 1.2. Let I be left ideal of RG0 and J be left ideal of RG. Then:

l(r(I)) = I ⇔ l(r(J)) = J.

Proof. Let l(r(I)) = I and x ∈ l(r(J)), where x ∈ RG. Then,

xr(J) = 0, i.e. xz−1r(I)z = 0.

Hence,
xz−1r(I) = 0.

We have
xz−1 ∈ l(r(I)) = I, xz−1 ∈ RG0,

and
x ∈ Iz = J.

Therefore, we obtain
l(r(J)) ⊆ J

and the equallity follows, because l(r(J)) ⊇ J. Conversely, let l(r(J)) = J
and x ∈ l(r(I)), for x ∈ RG0.
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Then,

xr(I) = 0, i.e. xzr(J)z−1 = 0.

Hence,

xzr(J) = 0.

We have

xz ∈ l(r(J)) = J, xz ∈ RG

and

x ∈ Jz−1 = I.

We obtain

l(r(I)) ⊆ I

and, since the oposit inclusion is true, the equallity follows.
The proof of the next lemma is similar.

Lemma 1.3. Let I and J be as in Lemma 1.2. Then

r(l(I)) = I ⇔ r(l(J)) = J.

Theorem 1.1. n-Group ring RG is quasi-Frobenius if and anly if the group
ring RG0 is quasi-Frobenius.

The proof follows from previous lemmas and an existing of a bijection
between left (right) ideals in RG and RG0. The descending chain condition
for left (right) ideals, i.e. left (right) Artinianity is satisfied simultanosly in
RG and RG0.

Theorem 1.2. n-Group ring RG is QF -ring if and only if G is a finite
n-group and R is a QF -ring.

The proof follows from Theorem 1.1 and the statement on p. 68 in [2].
If G0 is a finite group, then group ring RG0 is QF -ring if and only if R is
QF -ring.
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2. Frobenius n-group algebras

Definition 2.1. n-Group algebra A = RG (of n-group G over the field
R) is Frobenius if and only if n-group G is finite and there exists a regular
bilinear mapping ϕ : A×A → R with the “associative property (on RG)”:

ϕ(a1...an, b) = ϕ (a1, a2...anb) ,

for all a1, ..., an, b ∈ A.

Theorem 2.1. n-Group algebra RG (of n-group G over the field R) is
Frobenius if and only if the group algebra RG0 is Frobenius.

Proof. Let ϕ be a regular bilinear mapping

ϕ : RG0 ×RG0 → R,

with “an associative property (on RG0)”:

ϕ(a, bc) = ϕ(ab, c),

for all a, b, c ∈ RG0.

Define a bilinear mapping ψ : RG×RG → R in the following way:

ψ(a, b) = ϕ
(
z−1a, bz−1

)
.

Then,

ψ (a1...an, b) = ϕ
(
z−1a1 (a2...an) , bz−1

)
=

= ϕ
(
z−1a1, (a2...an) bz−1

)
= ψ (a1, a2...anb) .

Conversely, let be given a regular bilinear mapping ψ : RG×RG → R with
the associative property (on RG):

ψ (a1...an, b) = ψ (a1, a2...anb) .
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Define a biliner mapping ϕ : RG0 ×RG0 → R as follows:

ϕ(x, y) = ψ(zx, yz).

Then,

ϕ(x, yw) = ψ(zx, ywz) =

= ψ(zx, y1...yn−1(wz)) =

= ψ((zx)y1...yn−1, wz) =

= ψ(zxy, wz) = ϕ(xy, w).
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